Summary:

VC Register

Register of an unidentified VC cadre, contains a record of mail, nylon sheets, copy-books, onion-skin paper, material, cadavrons, successes, and blanks received from and issued to various units.

No Further Exploitable Information

VC Register

Register of an unidentified VC cadre, contains data on receipt and issue of rice, nylon sheets, copy-books, onion-skin paper, carbon papers, uniforms, khaki cloth material, black cloth material, assorted nito, dry batteries, gazaing, cadavrons, ammunition cases, bamboo, receivers, printing paper, bamboo, overley paper, khaki, hemp, rice, rice belts, floor bags, etc., during the period from 1 Apr to 1 Jul 1966.

No Further Exploitable Information

Issue Slip

16 Issue Slips numbered 1 to 16, dated from 7 Oct 1965 to 23 Apr 1966, reveal the issue of various quantities of paper, carbon, soap, rice, clothing, nylon sheets, paint, sugar, dry batteries, harioence, etc., from 1 Apr to 1 Jul 1966. Most of the issue slips were signed by dispatchers Thanh and Nga.

Capture Date:

10 July 1966, DDE00152, lst Air Cav Div, received CDB: 11 August 1966.

16 July 1966, DDE00152, lst Air Cav Div, received CDB: 11 August 1966.

16 July 1966, DDE00152, lst Air Cav Div, received CDB: 11 August 1966.

16 July 1966, DDE00152, lst Air Cav Div, received CDB: 11 August 1966.

16 July 1966, DDE00152, lst Air Cav Div, received CDB: 11 August 1966.

Receipts and Issue Slips

Item 21: (3 pages, 3 x 6 inches, printed).

Receipt No. 21, dated 21 February 1966, and No. 22, dated 23 Jun 66, provides information on the various quantities of fish paste, milk, sugar, pometes, flour bags, and copy books which were sold by T.45 Unit to Thanh and Nga.

Item 22: (2 pages, 4 x 6 inches, printed).

23 Issue Orders, dated from 25 Mar 66 to 1 July 1966, signed by CCM1 DDO and CCM1 for the Pleven-Thai Nguyen Section of Daklak Province, drawn on Warehouse 22745, run by HCM1, to issue various
quantities of nylon sheets, canvas, paper, kerosene, salt, rice, office supplies, clothing, rice belts, etc, ... to X.60, X.1, X.5, X.15, X.3 units, etc....

[No further exploitable information]

Shipping Orders

20 Shipping Orders, dated from 23 Feb 66 to 5 Jul 1966 signed by Thuy and Lan reveal the shipment of medicine, office supplies, dry batteries, salt, nylon sheets, rice, sugar, material, khaki material and paper from X.30 and 400 units to T.300 and T.45 units.

[No further exploitable information]

Security Order by the Field Command Committee of Phu yen Province

Undated Circular, issued by the Field Command Committee of Phu yen Province, contain the following security orders:

1. All SVN military and civilian personnel remaining in the liberated areas must be disarmed.

2. When Liberation Troops move into an area, the local people should not move until they are allowed to.

3. The people will be required to cooperate with the Liberation Troops in uncovering SVN personnel and equipment used in sabotage activities and in the construction of fortifications.

4. Those who effectively cooperate with the Liberation Troops will be commended and rewarded. Appropriate action would be taken against those who do not obey these orders.

[No further exploitable information]